
Chapter 5

PWMWaveform Generation Using
Pulse-Type Hardware Neural Networks

This chapter presents the pulse-type hardware neural networks (P-HNN)
which could output the pulse width modulation (PWM) waveform of
the PWM servo motor for robots. The basic component of the P-HNN is the
pulse-type hardware neuron model (P-HNM). The P-HNM generates
oscillatory patterns of electrical activity similar to those of living organisms.
Basic components of the P-HNM consist of the cell body model, the axon
model and the synaptic model. The P-HNM has the same basic features of
biological neurons, such as threshold, refractory period and spatiotemporal
summation characteristics, and enables the generation of continuous action
potentials. In this chapter, we used the synaptic model which could vary the
synaptic weights by controlling voltage. The P-HNN could output several
pulse widths of the PWM waveform by varying the synaptic weights. As a
result, we show that P-HNN could control the PWM servo motor from 0° to
180°. The P-HNN realized the control of the PWM servo motor without
using any software programs, or A/D converters. In addition, it is shown that
the pulse waveform generation method of the P-HNM is the same as for
living organisms.

Chapter written by Ken SAITO, Minami TAKATO, Yoshifumi SEKINE and Fumio
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5.1. Introduction

The PWM controlling system was often used for several types of robot
controlling systems. The PWM controlling system was easily controlled by
the programmed control. Therefore, the programmed control by
microcontroller has been the dominant system among robot controlling
systems, such as locomotion controlling system or sensory information
processing system [KAZ 98]. In the future, a robot controlling system will
require an increasingly higher functionalization to play an important role in
human living space. However, higher functionalization of a programmed
control is difficult because the microcontroller has a limitation in memory
capacity. Therefore, operational control by an operator was undertaken in
complicated or unprogrammed situations. These robot controlling systems
were not flexible autonomous controlling systems. On the other hand, neural
networks (NN) of living organisms have excellent information processing
functions for controlling systems [KIY 87, GEN 95, SIM 00, NAO 01,
GIS 01]. This is because living organisms make excellent decisions to control
locomotion according to the sensory information from external situations. For
this reason, various studies are investigating the implementation of neural
computers using new algorithms based on the principles of living brains. In
particular, oscillatory patterns of electrical activity are a ubiquitous feature in
nervous systems. Living organisms use several oscillatory patterns for
movement, swallowing, heart rhythms, etc. [DEL 80, MIC 02]. Coupled
neural oscillators are drawing attention to clarify oscillatory patterns.
Synchronization phenomena or bifurcation phenomena of coupled
neural systems have been studied using the Hodgkin–Huxley model
or the Bonhoeffer–van der Pol model, which is a mathematical class II
neuron [KUN 03, KUN 06, SHI 07]. In addition, Fujitsu Automation
developed the small humanoid robot: HOAP-1, HOAP-2 and HOAP-3,
which can generate robotic motion using the mathematical neural network
(NeuROMA) [JIA 02, RIA 02]. NeuROMA is based on the biological central
pattern generator (CPG), which is a locomotion controller for living
organisms.

Earlier, various supercomputers were constructed for developing the
information processing capability to calculate the research which has
large computational effort (http://www.top500.org/). Nevertheless, to
simulate the excellent information processing functions of living organisms,
the computational effort becomes great using, a high-nonlinearity neuron
model. Therefore, the mathematical neuron model in large-scale NN is
difficult to process in continuous time because the simulation is limited by
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the computer’s performance, such as the processing speed and the memory
capacity. In contrast, hardware models are advantageous because, even if a
circuit scale becomes large, a nonlinear operation can be processed at high
speed. Therefore, the construction of a hardware model that can generate
oscillatory patterns is desired because nonlinear operations can be processed
at higher speeds than the mathematical model. The hardware ring coupled
oscillators have already been studied as a system which can demonstrate the
various oscillatory patterns and the synchronization phenomena [END 78,
KIT 01]. For this reason, the ring coupled oscillators are expected to be a
structural element of the cellular NN. However, most of the hardware models
contain the inductor in circuit architecture [END 78, KIT 01, YAM 99,
YAM 03]. If the system contains the inductor on the circuit system, it is
difficult to implement the system to a complementary metal-oxide
semiconductor integrated circuit (CMOS IC) chip.

We are researching the implementation of the hardware NN for a robot
controlling system using HNMs [MAT 02, SAE 03, SAS 05, NAK 04,
HAT 06, KEN 12a, KEN 12b]. The P-HNM has the same basic features of
biological neurons, such as threshold, refractory period and spatiotemporal
summation characteristics, and enables the generation of continuous action
potentials. Furthermore, the P-HNM can oscillate without an inductor,
therefore it is easy to implement the system to a CMOS IC chip [MAT 02,
SAE 03]. Previously, we proposed the coupled neural oscillators using the
P-HNMs. It was constructed by cell body models and synaptic models which
have excitatory and inhibitory synaptic connections. We described the
oscillating phenomena in an autonomous system [NAK 04, HAT 06]. This
chapter presents the P-HNN which could output the PWM waveform of the
PWM servo motor for robots.

In this chapter, first, we will show the examples of pulse specifications of
the PWM servo motor. Second, we discuss the circuit diagram of the P-HNM
and its basic characteristics. Third, we construct a P-HNN, and finally we
will show results of the PWM servo motor control by the P-HNN.

5.2. PWM servo motor

Many robots used the PWM servo motor as an actuator to locomote the
robot system. The PWM servo motor could be easily controlled by the
programmed control by microcontroller. However, in the case of a more
advanced robot controlling system compared with microcontroller controlling
system, the robot system carries a computer controlling system or is wired by
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cable to the computer controlling system [KAZ 98]. Consequently, advanced
robot control by a compact system is desired. This section describes the
examples of the PWM servo motor.

Figure 5.1 shows the example of pulse waveform to actuate the PWM
servo motor. It is necessary to output the pulse waveform to control the servo
motor. For example, we used the HRS-8498HB by Hitec Multiplex Japan for
the PWM servo motor. Pulse specifications of a servo motor are shown in
Table 5.1. These specifications are the measured control signal using an
oscilloscope. It is shown that if the P-HNN can output the waveform such as
shown in Figure 5.1 and satisfy the specifications of Table 5.1, the PWM
servo motor could be controlled.

Figure 5.1. Pulse waveform to actuate the servo motor

Hitec Multiplex Japan HSR-8498HB

Pulse period 16,040 μs

Peak-to-peak voltage 5.04 V

Motion range 0–180°

Increase of pulse width per degree 10 μs

Minimum pulse width (0°) 600 μs

Maximum pulse width (180°) 2,400 μs

Table 5.1. Pulse specifications of servo motor
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5.3. Pulse-type hardware neuron model

The P-HNMs are used for the basic elements of the P-HNN. The P-HNM
consists of a synaptic model, cell body model and axon model. In this
section, we will show the circuit diagrams and consider the basic
characteristics of the P-HNMs. The simulation results were given by OrCAD.

5.3.1. Basic cell body model

Figure 5.2 shows the circuit diagram of the basic cell body model. The
cell body model consists of a voltage control type negative resistance circuit,
an equivalent inductance circuit, and a membrane capacitor CM and leak
resister RM. The voltage control type negative resistance circuit with
equivalent inductance circuit consists of n-channel enhancement metal-oxide
semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET), p-channel enhancement
MOSFET, voltage source VA, resistor RG and capacitor CG. The cell body
model has the negative resistance property that changes with time like a
biological neuron, and enables the generation of a continuous action potential
vM(t) by a self-excited oscillation and a separately excited oscillation.
Moreover, the cell body model can switch between both oscillations by
changing VA. The separately excited oscillation occurs due to pulse train
stimulus. In other word, the cell body model is an oscillator that has a voltage
control type negative resistance circuit.

Figure 5.2. Circuit diagram of basic cell body model

The cell body model outputs the output voltage vM(t) in the case of
inputting the input voltage vS(t), where vM(t) is the voltage at the end of
capacitor CM. iΛ(vM(t), vG(t)) shows the nonlinear current, which flows in the
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negative resistance circuit for output voltage, where vG(t) is the voltage at the
end of capacitor CG. Output voltage vM(t) and vG(t) were oscillatory
waveforms which can be described by following simultaneous differential
equations:
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Nonlinear function iΛ (vM(t), vG(t)) is shown as follows:
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where A = vG(t) + VTn, B = VTp – vM(t), VTn and VTp are threshold voltages of
n- and p-channel MOSFETs, and kn and kp are conductance constants of
n- and p-channel MOSFETs, respectively. In addition, we approximate the kn
and kp as follows:
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[5.6]
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where μ is the carrier mobility, ε is the dielectric constant of gate oxide, t is
the oxide film thickness, W is the channel width and L is the channel length.

Figure 5.3 shows an example of the phase plane of the circuit in
Figure 5.2. The circuit parameters are β = 0.23 mA/V2, VTn = 0.8 V,
VTp = 1.5 V, CM = 10 pF，CG = 20 pF, RM = 10 kΩ, RG = 300 kΩ and
VA = 3.3 V. The abscissa is vM(t) and the ordinate is vG(t). The dotted line is
vM(t)-nullcline, the broken line is vG(t)-nullcline and the solid line is the
attractor, as shown in Figure 5.3. The attractor is drawn in a limit cycle.
Moreover, Figure 5.3 shows that the cell body model has a characteristic of
the class II neuron such as the Hodgkin–Huxley model or the Bonhoeffer–
van der Pol model. In this chapter, we use the cell body model as a basic
element of the coupled neural oscillator.

Figure 5.3. Phase plane of basic cell body model

5.3.2. Cell body model for PWM controlling system

The cell body model shown in Figure 5.2 is for CMOS IC circuit. The cell
body model shown in Figure 5.4 is for a discrete circuit. Hereafter, the basic
cell body model indicates the Figure 5.2 circuit and the cell body model
indicates the Figure 5.4 circuit. In these circuits, we use BSS83
(©Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V.) as an n-channel enhancement
MOSFET MC1 and BSH205 (©Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V.) as a
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p-channel enhancement MOSFET MC2. We add the bias circuit to the gate
terminal of MC2. The basic characteristics of Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.2
are equivalent. The circuit parameters are CCM = 2.2 nF, CCG = 1.2 nF,
RCM = 10 kΩ, RCG = 390 kΩ, RCa = 20 kΩ, RCb = 15 kΩ and VA = 3.3 V.

Figure 5.4. Circuit diagram of cell body model for PWM controlling system

Figure 5.5 shows the oscillatory characteristic of the Figure 5.4 circuit.
This figure shows a cell body model that could oscillate in 3.4 ≤ VA ≤ 4.7 by
self-excited oscillation. In this chapter, we set the cell body model to
separately excited oscillation mode. Therefore, we set as VA = 3.3 V.

Figure 5.5. Oscillatory characteristic of cell body model
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5.3.3. Synaptic model

Figure 5.6 shows the circuit diagram of a synaptic model. The synaptic
model has the spatiotemporal summation characteristics similar to those of
living organisms. The synaptic model spatiotemporal summated the outputs
of cell body models according to synaptic weights. Synaptic weights are
controlled by the synaptic weight control voltage VSC. The circuit parameters
of synaptic model are as follows: CS = 1 pF; MS1:W/L = 3; MS2, MS3, MS7,
MS8:W/L = 1; MS4:W/L = 0.25; MS5:W/L = 5; and MS6:W/L = 0.2. The voltage
source is VDD = 5 V.

Figure 5.6. Circuit diagram of synaptic model

Figure 5.7 shows an example of output current iSout of the synaptic model
in the case of a varying synaptic weight control voltage VSC. This figure
shows that the iSout could change by varying VSC.

Figure 5.7. Output current characteristic of synaptic model varying
synaptic weight control voltage
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5.3.4. Axon model

Figure 5.8 shows the circuit diagram of an axon model. The axon models
are a connected cascade. The axon model is an actively by distributed
constant line which has the threshold function and waveform shaping
function, just like living organisms. The input current of the axon model is
iAin. The circuit parameters of the axon model are as follows: CMm = 3.9 nF,
CGm = 1.5 nF, RMm = 10 kΩ, RGm = 390 kΩ, Ram = 20 kΩ and Rbm = 15 kΩ.
The voltage sources are VA = 3.3 V and VDD = 5 V.

Figure 5.8. Circuit diagram of axon model

5.4. Pulse-type hardware neural networks

Figure 5.9 shows the schematic diagram of P-HNN. The P-HNN consists
of cell body models, synaptic models and axon models. In the figure, C
indicates a cell body model, A indicates an axon model and S indicates a
synaptic model. The P-HNN consists of 24 cell body models, 25 synaptic
models and 40 axon models. In the case of inputting the external trigger pulse
to C1, the pulse propagates the ring NN with delay time. One cell body model
generates a pulse width of approximately 200 μs. Delay time of pulses is
controled by the synaptic weights of Sn. By varying the synaptic weights, the
PWM waveform width could change from 600 µs to 2,400 µs. However, the
total length of the P-HNN will change with varying synaptic weights.
Therefore, C1’ and S1’ will adjust the total length of the output waveform. In
the case of increasing the synaptic weights of Sn, the synaptic weights of Sn’
will decrease.

In the following, we will consider the basic characteristics of the
P-HNN.
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Figure 5.9. Schematic diagram of the P-HNN

Figure 5.10 shows the delay mechanism by varying the synaptic weights.
In the case where synaptic weights are small, the input current of a cell body
model is also small. Therefore, the pulse rise time will be longer. On the
other hand, in the case where synaptic weights are large, the input current of
a cell body model is also large. Thus, the pulse rise time will be shorter.

Figure 5.10. Delay mechanism by varying the synaptic weights
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Figure 5.11 shows the delay time characteristic with varying synaptic
weight control voltage VSC. In the figure, the cell body model 1 (C1) is
connected to the cell body model 2 (C2) by synaptic model (S1). The delay
time is the pulse interval between the output pulse of C1 and C2. It is shown
that the delay time could change by varying the synaptic weights.

Figure 5.11. Delay time characteristic with varying synaptic
weight control voltage

Figure 5.12 shows the mechanism for changing the pulse width of the
PWM waveform. The pulses that have 200 μs pulse width are outputted by
Cn (1 ≤ n ≤ 12). Therefore, changing the delay time by varying the synaptic
weight could change the total length of 12 pulses. The synaptic model Sout of
Figure 5.9 has added 12 pulses.

Figure 5.13 shows the pulse width of the PWM waveform and the angle
of the PWM servo motor in the case of varying synaptic weight control
voltage VSC. In this figure, open circles indicate the pulse width and solid
circles indicate the angle of the PWM servo motor. This figure shows that the
P-HNN can change the pulse width of the output waveform by changing the
synaptic weight control voltage.
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Figure 5.12. Mechanism of changing the pulse width
of the PWM waveform

Figure 5.13. Pulse width of the PWM waveform and angle of the
PWM servo motor in the case of varying synaptic

weight control voltage VSC
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Figure 5.14 shows an example of the PWM waveform. It has been shown
that the constructed P-HNN could output the PWM waveform by varying
synaptic weight control voltage.

Figure 5.14. Example of the generated PWM waveform

5.5. Measurements of constructed discrete circuit

The measured results of the cell body model are shown in Figure 5.15. It
is constructed by a discrete circuit. This figure shows that the pulse width of
the constructed cell body model is longer than the designed value. Therefore,
we have to adjust the parameters of the cell body model.
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Figure 5.15. Example of the output waveform of the P-HNM

5.6. Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented the P-HNN which could output the PWM
waveform of the PWM servo motor for robots. As a result, we generated
the PWM waveforms of different pulse widths by varying the synaptic
weights. The P-HNN realized the PWM servo motor control without using
any software programs, or A/D converters. In addition, it is shown that the
pulse waveform generation method of the P-HNM is same as for living
organisms.

In the future, we will integrate the P-HNN circuit to the humanoid robot.
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